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DT-S 15 June 1987 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 

SUBJECT: Operational Report - Project 8702 (U) 

1. (S/SK/WNINTEL> Source 101 originally described the target 
building as a rectangular, ten-story building constructed am6ng 
two other tal 1 buildings in an area where @-n.s~ru9~~J:pn_ efforts 
remain continuing. Openings on top of the building were 
observed. The structure had a sloping down effect and seemed 
designed to accommodate a hard, central, core (not further 
defined). Date of completion for the construction was estimated 
at two or three years from date. 

2. (S/SK/WNINTEL> Source 018 described the target building as 
one of ~everal large buildings in ~rioµs- ~=t9,ges of completion. 
A large open area inside the building,- along with the :,presence of 

~:~e't':Sistent _pluish light,, seemed important. · ----- - -
----. ~-----~-~------.il 
3. (S/SK/WNINTEL) Source 003 identified the target building as 
a tall, rectangular, flat-topped, structure made of masonry 
concret~. Windows were located at the top of the building, but 
no windows were observed close to the ground. There was a large, 
open area that seemed to dominate the structure. The building 
appeared to be SUt'fp"'l.at.gd~_!iJ_t__!:l~ the impression of ~1;.rosp~fe". 

~~-~~~~~ ........ :...:~--~.~.;,--·~~;:?~~:..~:-:-;;:---=·.--·- = . -~ 

4. (S/SK/WNINTEL) Source 021 reported the target building 
as a huge structure located among a cluster of buildings situated 
in a barren, isolated area. The presence of a building shaped 
like the letter "H" was also observed in the area. People with 
bright yellow visors and -:w~aring _p_r-ot~ctive clothing worked in 
the target building shaped like a hu.£ecalrp.lane hangar with a 
domed roof. Small frosted windows were also observed at the top 
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of the building. A dish antenna capable of ~rtical-~ax1d 

~z~1-~+~-~f~:m~~~;·:~~a~~"~~*;~ 1:~{1*tfn~~n6t~ ~~~~~eea!n a 
associated with the antenna. There were indications of a command 
and control activity with (electronic) consoles_p_roviding: 

~r~'i',~,J?}';~u:res·:. The area had' the flavor of a':ili:icres.r 
±t~,Wl'i, ~·~-!---·~ · 

5. S/SK/WNINTEL> Project 8702 was the result of 12 sessions 
conducted by four sources. Source 021 appeared to have the best 
target acquisition in addressing the issue of specific interest. 
A copy of an Intelligence Evaluation Sheet is attached for 
completion at your earliest convenience. 

SG1J 

GS 14 
Senior Analyst 
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